Abstract—A formally verified program is only as correct as its specifications (SPEC). But how to assure that the SPEC is complete and free of loopholes? This paper presents FAST, short for Fuzzing-Assisted Specification Testing, as a potential answer. The key insight is to exploit and synergize the “redundancy” and “diversity” in formally verified programs for cross-checking. Specifically, within the same codebase, SPEC, implementation (CODE), and test suites are all derived from the same set of business requirements. Therefore, if some intention is captured in CODE and test case but not in SPEC, this is a strong indication that there is a blind spot in SPEC.

FAST examines the SPEC for incompleteness issues in an automated way: it first locates SPEC gaps via mutation testing, i.e., by checking whether a CODE variant conforms to the original SPEC. If so, FAST further leverages the test suites to infer whether the gap is introduced by intention or by mistake. Depending on the codebase size, FAST may choose to generate CODE variants in either an enumerative or evolutionary way. FAST is applied to two open-source codebases that feature formal verification and helps to confirm 13 and 21 blind spots in their SPEC respectively. This highlights the prevalence of SPEC incompleteness in real-world applications.

1. Introduction

Formal verification delivers high-assurance to computing systems by mathematically checking the correctness of a program, i.e., the behaviors of a program are fully confined by a desired set of properties—the specifications—described with a formal modeling language. Formal verification has seen its adoption in hardware and software systems for decades. Typical application scenarios include cases where errors may lead to significant losses and irreversible consequences (e.g., in the field of aviation [13, 49, 66, 82]) or in cases when the traditional rolling program upgrade model is not feasible such as smart contracts on blockchains [1, 67].

Abstractly, applying formal verification to a computing system can be decomposed into two (somewhat) orthogonal processes: ① developing a complete set of specifications for the target system and ② proving or disproving that the actual implementation is in conformance with the specifications. In this paper, we use SPEC as an abbreviation of the specifications modeled in predicate calculus with symbolic semantics and CODE to represent the actual implementation in programming languages with concrete and executable semantics. The formal verification process can then be decomposed into ① devising the SPEC and ② checking that SPEC ⊆ CODE (i.e., CODE conforms to SPEC).

Recent years have witnessed great progress on addressing problem ② as evident by the consistent stream of improvements on automated theorem provers [15, 33, 64, 74, 93, 94], while far less attention has been paid to problem ①. This can be a dangerous disparity—even a program is thoroughly verified with a perfect verification toolchain, this program is only as correct as its SPEC. Errors in the SPEC can be as bad, if not worse, as errors in the CODE. One of the concerning scenarios is unintended gaps in the SPEC. The gaps will create verification blind spots in which the program behaviors are unconstrained. In the worst case, there is nothing to prevent a malicious developer from hiding backdoors and trojans behind these blind spots [29, 30], and such malicious code can survive regardless of how rigorous the verification is—a single blind spot in the SPEC can easily undermine months if not years of verification efforts.

The consequences of an incomplete set of SPEC is exacerbated by the high costs of adopting formal methods. As of now, formal verification is still an expensive technique due to the extra effort of writing SPEC. In both case studies covered in the paper (§4.1 and §5.1), the SPEC is not developed by the team who originally write the CODE. Instead, they are developed by a dedicated team of experts with years of training and practice (including a PhD degree) in formal methods. However, despite the high costs, the industry is willing to pursue this route with an expectation that formally verified programs have higher assurance. While it is true that formally verified programs generally have higher assurance, it is important to boost a general awareness that the formally verified “stamp” should not be blindly trusted without a good understanding of the completeness of the SPEC in the first place.

Fortunately, gauging the completeness of SPEC is not a new problem—it has received more attention in hardware verification than software verification, likely because formal methods have a longer history in hardware design. Most of the existing solutions in hardware verification to detect incompleteness in SPEC are based on mutation testing [28, 84], where a mutant is created by altering either the SPEC or CODE and check if the mutant can be “killed”, i.e., the mutated CODE or SPEC can be proved to be non-conformant with the unmodified counterpart. As a result, any surviving mutant raises a signal where the SPEC might be incomplete.

The mutation testing technique sheds light on how we might find gaps in the SPEC of formally verified software sys-
tems. In particular, it is natural to research on 1 whether mutation testing is readily applicable in the software verification context; and 2 if not, what improvements should be applied on conventional mutation testing. With an enhanced mutation testing framework oriented towards software verification, we can finally pursue our meta-quest: 3 is incompleteness issues in SPEC prevalent in mature codebases?

In this paper, we seek to answer all questions raised above with an integrated tool: FAST, short for Fuzzing-Assisted Specification Testing. In particular, we first confirm that adopting mutation testing in the software verification context can be effective in uncovering SPEC gaps in our case studies—a sizable basket of low-hanging fruits. However, in the face of complicated programs, conventional mutation testing with a random mutation strategy is less effective in finding “deeper” and “more interesting” gaps in the SPEC.

To set the context for this paper, consider a procedure in which we attempt to measure SPEC completeness by producing a stream of CODE mutants and checking whether these mutants can be “killed” by the original SPEC. There are at least two challenges in this procedure:

- **When a mutant passes the verification, how can we tell that the gap in the SPEC is by intention or by mistake?** Even though the mutant passes the verification, it is still possible that the CODE is meant to be written freely in the unspecified part, which means the mutant does not indicate an underlying mistake, and the SPEC is intentionally abstract in this part of programming. Therefore, we need a method that automatically categorizes whether a gap in the SPEC is intentional or mistaken.

- **How to produce a mutant that is more likely to pass the verification?** Brute-force enumeration of all possible mutations in the CODE might work for simple software/hardware systems (e.g., UART circuit [69]), but such a practice can be futile in complicated software programs with nearly infinite ways to mutate. We need a systematic approach to produce “meaningful” mutants that can pass verification in a reasonable amount of time.

To tell whether a gap in the SPEC is by intention or by mistake, the fundamental insight is to exploit and synergize the “redundancy” and “diversity” in formally verified programs. To be exact, SPEC, CODE, and test suites are all derived from the same set of requirements but programmed with different mentalities: for example, in different languages (or even programming paradigms), asynchronously, with different evolution paths, and ideally by different and independent teams. It is therefore less likely that the three derivations will bear the same mistake. This paves the way for finding errors in one component by cross-comparing it against the other two. In fact, this principle is already applied to check the correctness of CODE by both running it against test suites and proving it against the SPEC. In this paper, we show that the same procedures can be used to check incompleteness in SPEC as well (and deficiencies in test suites too, as by-products of our methods).

We further solve the mutant generation problem with an evolution strategy adopted from modern software fuzzers. The insight is to simulate the natural selection process by allowing the mutant with higher “fitness” score to have more chances of further mutations. In essence, each CODE mutant is evaluated for “fitness” when verified against the SPEC and only high-quality mutants survive and participate in future rounds of mutation. In this way, all fuzzing efforts are retained, and each generation of mutants gets closer to the evolution goal—passing the verification. The “fitness” metric can be as simple as the number of verification errors triggered when verifying the CODE mutant against the SPEC.

Like most fuzz-based tools, FAST cannot guarantee the absence of incompleteness issues in SPEC, but can be used to boost confidence that there are no obvious loopholes in SPEC. In other words, we see FAST as a cheap but effective fortification on the financial and time investment on writing SPEC and also the co-evolution of SPEC and CODE, such that the accumulated formal verification effort can not be easily undermined by unintended omissions by SPEC writers.

**Summary** - This paper makes the following contributions:

- **Concept.** We point out the “redundancy” and “diversity” of SPEC, CODE, and test suites in formally verified programs and exploit this redundancy to solve the problem of judging whether a gap in the SPEC is intentional or mistaken by inviting the test suites as a “referee”.

- **Design.** We enhance the conventional mutation testing practices with an evolutionary feedback loop that guides the production of high quality mutants. Like evolution, each batch of new mutants are increasingly harder to be “killed” by the SPEC until a surviving mutant is found.

- **Impact.** We found 13 and 21 blind spots in the SPEC for DPN and S2N (two case studies in this paper, details will be provided later), respectively. Our findings are concerning and we hope this can be helpful in drawing attention to the quality of SPEC in formally verified codebases.

### 2. Background and Related Work

In this section, we give a brief introduction to formal verification and the SPEC incompleteness problem. We then introduce and differentiate two stochastic testing methods—mutation testing and fuzz testing—which are later combined in our work. In light of the proliferation of research works in mutation and fuzz testing, this section also serves as a best-effort survey of related works with elaborations on how FAST differ from them.

#### 2.1. Formal verification

Formal methods have been widely used in hardware and software systems such as CPU design (e.g., Intel floating-point instructions [39]), cryptographic libraries (e.g., HACL* [98]), operating systems (e.g., sel4 [48]), compilers (e.g., CompCert [53]), networking protocols (e.g., Amazon S2N-TLS [80]), and more recently, smart contracts (e.g., the Diem Payment Network [2]), etc. In these applications, formal verification provides arguably the highest level of
assurance anyone can claim to the safety and correctness of these systems.

Despite the vast number of flavors in formal methods, in general, applying verification to a system involves two (somewhat) orthogonal steps: ① devising a set of specifications (SPEC), often developed in an abstract logic language, to describe the desired properties; and ② developing verification tools to reason about the relationship between the SPEC and the target implementation (i.e., the CODE) that follows concrete and even executable semantics [46].

While much attention has been paid to ②—automated verification tools—the effectiveness and practical value of formal verification, however, is largely determined by the quality of the SPEC that confines the behaviors of a system. An ideal set of SPEC needs to be complete enough to capture all intentions from stakeholders and yet abstract enough to allow flexibility in implementation choices. For example, if the requirement is sorting an array, the SPEC needs to be complete enough to capture the semantics of sorting and yet abstract enough to allow both the quick sort and merge sort implementation to pass.

However, developing a high-quality set of SPEC is hard. A set of SPEC that shadows the CODE is of little practical value and only bloats the codebase, leading to both frictions on CODE changes and higher maintenance costs. On the other hand, if the SPEC is too abstract, it might fail to capture some of the essential design requirements, leading to potential vulnerabilities undetected in the CODE.

Unfortunately, despite the importance of SPEC, there are limited research works that objectively measure its quality other than using hand-tuned heuristics-based checklists [14, 54, 66]. This is in sheer contrast with the general perception of test suites (e.g., unit tests or end-to-end tests). The de facto standard to measure the quality of a test suite is code coverage and this metric has reached consensus in the open-source community. While this paper does not target at proposing a quality measurement metric for the SPEC, our results highlight the importance of such a metric and shed light on what can be useful elements in this metric, i.e., SPEC coverage, or more specifically, how a piece of code contribute to the establishment of a property in the SPEC.

2.2. Automated function verification

While FAST can be applied to different flavors of formal verification (e.g., protocol verification [40], state-machine transitions [23, 63], etc.), in this paper, we focus on a specific type of verification: functional correctness verification with preconditions and postconditions, sometimes also known as “design-by-contract” [61].

In function verification, the SPEC target is typically the CODE that constitute a single function and developers provide pre- and post-conditions for the function body in the form of SPEC predicates, which typically include conditions over function parameters and/or environmental states that can be referred to by the CODE in the function. The SPEC may include constructs that do not have concrete executable semantics, such as universal and existential quantification over unbounded domains. Although specified against a single function, pre- and post-conditions are not limited to establishing the correctness of one function only. They contribute to the establishment of overall program correctness as preconditions are verified at caller side such that postconditions can be assumed after the call.

Recent years have seen a gradual adoption of many function verification frameworks and broadly categorized, they follows either automated deductive verification in which the manual effort is limited to writing the SPEC only and the proof obligation is fulfill automatically (e.g., SeaHorn [37], Kani [3] VeriFast [43]), or interactive verification in which both the SPEC and a majority of the proof needs to be developed manually (e.g., HOL [35], Isabelle [92], Coq [42]). It is worth highlighting that FAST requires a fully automated process on checking whether a CODE mutant conforms to SPEC. Therefore, FAST is only compatible with automated deductive function verification systems.

Figure 1 is an illustration of function verification. In this simple case, the developers’ intention, as correctly implemented in the CODE, is to increment one for each element in the vector. The SPEC for this function, as described in the ensures postcondition, asserts that for each element in the return vector, it gets incremented by one compared with its counterpart in the input vector. The SPEC shows no preconditions, as this function can be called from any state. It is then the job of the verification tool to fuse the CODE and SPEC into a proof obligation that can be discharged to backend solvers (typically SMT solvers) to handle.

2.3. The completeness of specifications

While it is obvious that in Figure 1 the CODE conforms to the SPEC, the SPEC, however, has a serious omission and does not fully capture the developers’ intention. Imagine if the add1 function is implemented differently, as shown in Figure 2a, with an extra pop() after the original loop. The current SPEC, which only checks whether the value of every remaining element in the vector is increased by one, will still pass under the code mutant—an undesirable behavior! The complete spec is shown in Figure 2b with an extra ensures clause which further restricts the ability for the add1 function to modify the input vector. This missing ensures represents an incompleteness issue of the original SPEC.

The example in Figure 1 and 2 highlights a lesser-known view about formal verification—writing SPEC is essentially another form of programming to capture the same requirement, just like writing CODE [68]. Therefore, if bugs are commonly found in CODE, especially in large codebases, how can we be assured that the SPEC is not “buggy”? The idea of finding discrepancies between SPEC and CODE is known as

```c
1 fn add1(v: [int]) -> [int] { 1 spec for fn add1 {
2     for i in 0..len(v) { 2 ensures forall
3         v[i] = v[i] + 1;
4     }
5 } 3 spec for fn add1 {
6     return v;
7 }

(a) CODE for add1  (b) SPEC for add1
```

Figure 1: Demonstration of potential incompleteness in SPEC
gauging the completeness of SPEC in the literature [79, 85], and has received more attention in hardware (integrated circuit in particular) verification than software verification, likely due to the fact that formal methods have a longer history in hardware design. A recent work uses an inductive way to show the gap between the mathematical model provided by formal methods and the actual system through two case studies on embedded security architectures [7]. In the hardware verification context, mutation testing is a more popular way to gauge the incompleteness gap, as will be described in §2.4.

### 2.4. Mutation testing

Although FAST draws inspiration from mutation testing on hardware SPEC completeness, the idea of mutation testing actually originated from the skepticism on the correctness of software test suites. While the correctness of CODE is guarded by tests, there is nothing to ensure that the test suite itself is comprehensive enough. This is similar to the SPEC incompleteness problem FAST aims to solve.

In a high-level description, mutation testing assesses the quality of a test suite by applying mutations to a program and checking if the test suite reacts differently with the original CODE vs the CODE mutant [95]. Since its inception in 1970s [9, 19, 38], mutation testing has been applied to various use cases, as summarized below:

**Completeness evaluation of different styles of tests.** CODE testing has multiple types/styles such as, unit testing [87], integration testing [17, 36], end-to-end testing [73], etc. These related works use mutation testing to check the quality of different types of test suites. The general evaluation process is to conduct random mutations on the CODE and check to see if the mutant can be killed by any test case in the test suite.

Another way to categorize the related works is by the programming language in which CODE is implemented. Mutation rules have been introduced into different languages to test the effectiveness of the test suites (with a focus on unit tests). Examples of language mutation include: C++ [18], Java [57], Ruby [55]. Mutation testing can be used to ensure the effectiveness of large applications developed with multiple languages as well, such as web applications [77] and Android applications [65]. In these works, the integration and end-to-end tests are usually the subject of evaluation.

Mutation testing has also been used on programs that do not have concrete execution semantics. For example, several work targets mutation testing on finite-state machines (FSMs) [27, 58] which are only tested via simulation. They use a comprehensive checklist to select the mutation points. FAST is similar to this line of research in terms of producing valid CODE mutants. But FAST differs from them not only in the evaluation target (i.e., SPEC vs tests) but also in the way how FAST produces surviving CODE mutants and checks the quality of a mutant.

**Completeness evaluation of hardware SPEC.** In the hardware verification context, mutation testing has been used to improve the completeness of hardware SPEC [30, 51, 86]. The general process of mutation testing in hardware verification is to inject specific functional transformations in circuit (i.e., the CODE) programmed in languages like VHDL or Verilog. These programs (CODE mutants), are syntactically correct but functionally incorrect. The mutants will be given to the verifier together with the SPEC to see whether the mutated implementation may still satisfy the SPEC.

**Mutation directly on SPEC.** The earlier research work on SPEC mutation [4, 45, 62, 83] considered CODE as a black-box, and mutate the SPEC in order to find out incompleteness in SPEC [10]. There are some implementations on FSM-based SPEC [16, 76].

**Generic improvement.** Last but not least, the final line of related work focuses on improving the mutation testing approach in general. For example, several works sought to reduce the cost of mutation testing by selecting a subset of mutants [11], applying selective mutations [60], or adopting heuristics and search-based [96] mutant generation.

FAST is orthogonal to these lines of research while its results can be integrated into FAST when applicable. We leave some of the integration items as future work §7.

### 2.5. Evolution strategy in fuzzing

Fuzzing (also known as fuzz testing) is a software testing scheme that checks the correctness of a program by repeatedly generating random inputs and monitoring the program executions for defects [59]. As the input space of a program is (in most cases) too huge for an exhaustive enumeration, strategically generating inputs that may bear a higher chance of triggering a bug is crucial. For example, a program that takes a string of bytes as input (such as XML
file parsers) has a (virtually) infinitely large input space and there is no way to exhaustively enumerate it.

Mutation testing faces a similar problem. Even with a medium-sized project, the number of potential \texttt{CODE} points for mutation multiplied by the potential ways to mutate each \texttt{CODE} point produces an extremely large search space. Furthermore, compared with testing (i.e., concrete execution), formal verification (i.e., abstract and symbolic execution) is usually orders of magnitude slower. For example, the S2N test suite finishes in seconds while the verification takes tens of minutes. This slowness further limits the applicability of exhaustive enumerations to small codebases only.

In modern fuzzing research, one way to deal with the state exploration problem is to simulate the natural selection process, with a combination of \textit{random mutation} and \textit{survival of the fittest}. To be specific, in each mutation round, \textit{random} mutation is used to add more chance in exploring more path that has not been explored. The \textit{survival of the fittest} process effectively ranks different seeds based on the feedback (e.g., code coverage in most fuzzing work), and gives the seed with a higher ranking a better chance to generate inputs for future rounds of testing.

**Feedback loop.** Evolutionary fuzzers use feedback from each loop of fuzzing to discover over time the execution state space of the program. Among all the building blocks of a modern fuzzer (e.g., mutation rules, seed scheduling, feedback mechanisms), the metric that provides an objective evaluation on the seed quality is of paramount importance to the effectiveness of a fuzzer. For example, the pioneer work American Fuzzy Lop [97] is an evolutionary fuzzer which uses code coverage to guide the process of seed generation. It maintains a seed queue that stores all the seeds, including the initial seeds chosen by the user as well as the ones that are mutated from the existing seeds and cause the program to reach new and unique execution states. This has inspired a fleet of coverage-guided works [8, 32, 56, 78, 81, 88].

Similar to evolutionary fuzzers, \textsc{Fast} navigates itself in a huge \texttt{CODE} mutant search space via a feedback mechanism. However, existing \texttt{CODE}-coverage based feedback is neither applicable in \textsc{Fast} nor can be easily exposed from the backend solvers. \textsc{Fast} proposes its new metric to evaluate a \texttt{CODE} mutant: the number and variety of verification errors from the solver.

**Language fuzzing.** Fuzzing has been used on different types of software systems as summarized by this survey [59]. One line of research that is especially related to \textsc{Fast} is language fuzzing. Language fuzzing aims to find issues with compilers or interpreters (e.g., virtual machines or JIT engines). For example, Superion [91] is an AFL-based fuzzer to find the bugs in XML and JavaScript engines. There are also other works aiming at JavaScript engines [24, 75], and Java language [44, 47]. Research works aiming at optimizing the language fuzzing process has been proposed as well. For example, generating the input mutant in a more efficient way [21, 26], some other works use different feedback patterns (e.g. code coverage) to guide the fuzzing mutant[41, 72].

\textsc{Fast} is similar to this line of research as they share the same target to mutate—\texttt{CODE}. However, existing works have not taken the completeness problem of \texttt{SPEC} into consideration. A smaller difference is that not all language fuzzing tools need to produce valid and type-checked \texttt{CODE} mutants, but this is a requirement for \textsc{Fast}.

### 3. The Tale of \texttt{SPEC}, \texttt{CODE}, and Tests

As demonstrated in the language fuzzing work (§2.5), creating a diverse set of \texttt{CODE} mutants is not a challenge for mutation testing. A more fundamental challenge is how to judge whether a surviving mutant is “meaningful”. To be specific, in the context of \textsc{Fast}, when a \texttt{CODE} mutant passes the verification and signals a gap (e.g., Figure 2a), how can we tell that the gap in the \texttt{SPEC} is by intention or by mistake?

The insight behind \textsc{Fast} is to exploit and synergize the “redundancy” and “diversity” in formally verified programs: \texttt{SPEC} (from the spec team), \texttt{CODE} (from the dev team), and test suites (from the QA team) are all derived from the same set of requirements but programmed with totally different mentalities. It is therefore unlikely that the three teams (spec, dev, and QA) will make the same mistake. This paves the way for finding errors in one component by cross-comparing it against the other two. In fact, this principle is already applied to check the correctness of \texttt{CODE} by both running it against test suites and proving it against the \texttt{SPEC}. In this section, we show that the same procedures can be used to check incompleteness in \texttt{SPEC} as well (and deficiencies in test suites too, as by-products of our methods).

**Notations.** To precisely describe how \textsc{Fast} solves the problem, we first introduce some basic notations:

- We denote the \texttt{SPEC} to check as \(S\), the \texttt{CODE} from devs as \(C\), and the tests from QA as \(T\).
- We denote the \textit{refines-to} relation as \(\sqsubseteq\). By definition, \(S \sqsubseteq C\) as \(C\) verifies under \(S\).
- We denote \textit{semantically equivalence} as \(\equiv\). \(C \equiv C'\) means \(C\) behaves like \(C'\) in every observable way.
- Each test case \(t \in T\) is a concrete input for \(C\) and \(C\) passes the test suite \(T\), denoted as \(C \triangleright T\), if and only if \(C\) passes every test case \(t\).

**Definition of a gap in \texttt{SPEC}**. With these notations, we can formally define what a “gap” stands for in \texttt{SPEC}:

- Suppose we are able to hire an independent team of developers to work on the \texttt{CODE} and this new dev team produces new code \(C'\) where \((C' \neq C) \land (S \sqsubseteq C \land S \sqsubseteq C')\). Then the semantic difference between \(C\) and \(C'\) (denoted as \(\Delta_C\)) indicates a gap in the \texttt{SPEC}.
- Symmetrically [50, 51], gaps in \texttt{SPEC} can be exposed with an “alternative” spec team. Suppose we are able to find another \texttt{SPEC} \(S'\) such that \((S' \not\sqsubseteq S) \land (S \sqsubseteq C \land S' \sqsubseteq C)\). Then the difference between \(S\) and \(S'\) (denoted as \(\Delta_S\)) represents a gap in the \texttt{SPEC}.

In the running example of Figure 1 and 2, \(C\), \(S\), and \(C'\) are shown in Figure 1a, 1b, and 2a, respectively. It is easy to observe that \((C' \neq C) \land (S \sqsubseteq C \land S \sqsubseteq C')\), and this signals a gap in \(S\).
Although it is possible to obtain $C'$ or $S'$ by hiring independent teams and to gauge $\Delta_C$ and $\Delta_S$ with expert reviews, such a practice is neither cost-effective nor scalable. This is where FAST fits into the picture. The mutation testing component of FAST plays the roles of independent dev and spec teams that produce $C'$ and $S'$; while the gauging component of FAST judges whether a $\Delta_C$ or $\Delta_S$ signals a blind spot in the SPEC. In this paper, we focus on mutation testing to create $\Delta_C$. More discussion on SPEC mutation can be found in §7.

Definition of a meaningful gap in SPEC. With the definition of a gap, how can FAST tell that the gap is inadvertently introduced into the SPEC? On first thought, this seems to be an unsolvable problem as SPEC are, by design, more abstract than CODE. To illustrate, assume SPEC $S$ requires sorting the input but does not dictate a sorting algorithm. Therefore, the CODE is free to use either quick sort ($C'$) or merge sort ($C''$) to satisfy $S$, i.e., $S \sqsupseteq C' \wedge S \sqsupseteq C''$ signals a gap in $S$. However, if gaps are indeed expected between SPEC and CODE, how can we tell that a gap is by intention or by mistake?

The solution is to invite the test suites ($T$) as an independent “referee” to the “rally” between $C$ and $S$. To illustrate, in Figure 1, it is reasonable to expect that the add1 function will be accompanied by a unit test $t \in T$ like the following:

```
assert add1([0,1,2]) == [1,2,3];
```

While this test $t$ is unlikely to be written with the intention to block the code mutant $C'$, $C''$ will not pass this test case. In formal notations, we have $S \sqsupseteq C' \wedge C'' \not\supseteq T$. In other words, the test suite ($T$) captures some valid intention that is not captured in the SPEC ($S$)—a strong indication that the gap in the SPEC is not intentional but more like a mistake.

Summary. There are only five possibilities after FAST obtains a CODE mutant and runs it for testing and proving:

1. $S \sqsupseteq C' \wedge C' \not\supseteq T \not\supseteq T \not\supseteq \Delta_C \implies$ there is a gap in the SPEC and this gap is intentional, as the test suites also explicitly allow this behavior (by the clause $T \not\supseteq \Delta_C$).
2. $S \sqsupseteq C' \wedge C' \not\supseteq T \not\supseteq T \not\supseteq \Delta_C \implies$ there is a gap in the SPEC and we cannot conclude whether the gap is intentional or mistaken, as the test suites also fail to capture this behavior (by the clause $T \not\supseteq \Delta_C$).
3. $S \sqsupseteq C' \wedge C' \not\supseteq T \implies$ the mutant is killed by the SPEC but passes the test suite, indicating that there might be incompleteness in the test suite.
4. $S \sqsupseteq C' \wedge C' \not\supseteq T \implies$ there is a gap in the SPEC and this gap is mistaken as it misses an important property that is captured even in concrete test cases.
5. $S \sqsupseteq C' \wedge C' \not\supseteq T \implies$ the mutant is killed by the SPEC and does not pass the test suite, this is expected and does not raise a signal.

When a gap is exposed through CODE mutants, FAST is able to infer the intention with the help of a robust test suite. If FAST is unable to deduce the intention for a particular gap, the gap represents some vacancy in the program semantics where neither the SPEC nor test suites cover. In such a case, FAST will report the gap to the users for manual analysis.

Level of manual effort. When applied to an automated deductive verification system, FAST can find SPEC gaps automatically (case 4) while optional manual effort can help uncover more insights on the result (in other cases).

- Case 1 and 2: manual checking can confirm whether $S \sqsupseteq C'$ is caused by an equivalent mutant, an intentional gap in SPEC, or incompleteness in both SPEC and tests.
- Case 3: manual checking can confirm whether $S \not\sqsupseteq C'$ is caused by out-of-sync proof hints (e.g., loop invariants) or a genuine SPEC violation. The latter case signals incompleteness in test suite, not SPEC.
- Case 4: requires no manual effort to confirm a SPEC gap.
- Case 5: $C' \not\supseteq T$ confirms $C'$ is not an equivalent mutant. Manual checking can help decide whether $S \not\sqsupseteq C'$ is caused by missing manual proof hints (e.g., loop invariants) or a genuine SPEC violation. The former case might hide a gap in SPEC — this is a limitation of FAST.

4. Enumerative CODE Mutant Generation

With the SPEC gap classification problem solved in §3, the next road blocker of porting mutation testing into the software verification context is CODE mutant generation, i.e., how to produce a CODE mutant that may pass the verification under the original SPEC. In this section, we describe an enumerative strategy which is more suitable for small and simple codebases but is already effective enough to find shallow gaps in SPEC even for mature codebases. We describe a more sophisticated CODE mutation generation strategy which is more suitable for large and complex codebases in §5. It is important to emphasize here that in both strategies, when verifying the mutated code against SPEC, FAST will check the overall verification result instead of whether the modified function passes verification or not.

Type-preserving mutation. Recall that the goal of mutation is to produce valid CODE mutants that should at least compile and execute, otherwise, FAST won’t be able to even verify and test the CODE mutant. This requires that whatever mutation rule FAST applies to convert $C$ to $C'$, the rule must respect the type system in which $C$ is constructed. As a result, in FAST, all mutation rules are type-preserving by design. Table 1 show the list of mutation rules available in FAST that are considered type-preserving in most programming languages.

It is worth-noting that while the mutation rules in FAST preserve typing information, FAST does not guarantee that the CODE mutant must be semantically different from the original CODE, i.e., $C' \neq C$. For example, $(a - a) \times 2$ will always evaluate to zero regardless of which rule we use to mutate the constant $2$. However, in practice, such cases are extremely rare (and are most likely to be eliminated by compiler optimizations). The chances of producing a semantically equivalent CODE mutant under these rules are small and can be left to manual review after FAST have found a surviving mutant. We observed one such case in our experiments and presented it as a false positive case in §4.1.

Enumerative algorithm. Given the limited set of mutation rules discussed in Table 1, for small codebases that do not
An exponential search space. Note that algorithm 1 can be trivially extended to support the mutation of multiple CODE locations at the same time, i.e., producing high-order CODE mutant by mutating more than one instructions in the original CODE. Essentially, this means that with an enumerative approach, the search space is exponential to the number of mutable locations in the CODE. We denote the number of possible mutation locations in the CODE as n. For one instruction, there can be multiple possible mutation locations: operator, operand(s). Therefore, the search space will be \(2^n\) where \(n \geq 1, I \in C\). However, it is still debatable on the effectiveness of high-order CODE mutants due to the coupling effect (more details in §6). FAST found mixed evidence on coupling effect in our case studies.

### 4.1. Case study: Diem Payment Network

Being a small yet critical smart contract, the Diem Payment Network [2] is a perfect case study for FAST to apply enumerative mutant generation strategy for finding blind spots in its comprehensive SPEC system.

#### Applying FAST to DPN.

Figure 3 shows how FAST is applied to find SPEC blind spots on DPN. Briefly, 1) FAST first collects all possible mutation points in the DPN core CODE by statically analyzing the Move source code abstract syntax trees (ASTs) which are available in the Move compilation pipeline.

2) FAST then iteratively goes over each mutation point and follow the generic mutation rules in Table 1 to produce CODE mutant. For constant mutations, CODE randomly picks one of the three mutation rules listed in Table 1 to get the mutation target. All CODE mutations are inserted before typing step in the compiler to ensure that the CODE mutant is indeed valid Move code which in theory, can be developed by human developers.

3) With each CODE mutant generated, FAST passes it to the prover along with the original SPEC and check for verification results from the Move prover. The Move Prover will report the verification status and a detailed explanation of verification errors, i.e., which SPEC property is violated on which line of CODE, if any.

#### Findings.

FAST identified 404 CODE locations where mutations can be applied—a number suitable for brute-force enumeration. The true omissions are summarized in Table 2, which is obtained by the following procedure:

- After enumerating each of the 404 CODE locations with one random mutation, together with higher-order mutations with a boundary of the number of mutation points used in constructing higher-order mutant. The boundary is set to 3 here. FAST reported 16 cases where the CODE mutant survived the verification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Mutation point</th>
<th>Mutate into</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Unary</td>
<td>Neg</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Unary</td>
<td>Not</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Binary</td>
<td>Add</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Binary</td>
<td>Sub</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Binary</td>
<td>Mul</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Binary</td>
<td>Div</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Binary</td>
<td>Mod</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Bitwise</td>
<td>BitAnd</td>
<td>&amp;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Bitwise</td>
<td>BitOr</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Bitwise</td>
<td>Shl</td>
<td>«</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Bitwise</td>
<td>LShr</td>
<td>»L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Bitwise</td>
<td>AShr</td>
<td>»A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Compare</td>
<td>Lt</td>
<td>&lt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Compare</td>
<td>Le</td>
<td>≦</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Compare</td>
<td>Ge</td>
<td>≧</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Compare</td>
<td>Gt</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Equality</td>
<td>Eq</td>
<td>==</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Equality</td>
<td>Neq</td>
<td>!=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>&lt;value&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>&lt;value&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>&lt;value&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>&lt;if-else&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>&lt;continue&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>&lt;break&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>ITE</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1:** Generic CODE mutation rules available in FAST
Among the 16 surviving CODE mutants, 8 mutants failed the tests, including 4 mutants that passed the tests in its original setup but failed after an automated re-genesis-and-test infrastructure was later landed in the codebase (marked as "Fail*" in Table 2). 8 mutants passed the tests unconditionally, out of which 3 are covered by test cases.

- After analyzing all 16 cases, we confirmed 13 cases to be true omissions with SPEC fixed in pull request 1, 2, 3.

The remaining 3 are false positives (explained later).

**Sample reports.** We present two true omissions, the false positive case, and the intended gap for readers’ information.

**Case 1: SPEC omission signaled by a test failure.**

In the following snippet, the original code will add the sequence_number with 1 at the end of this function. FAST mutated the constant 1 to be 0 and observed that the CODE mutant still passed the verification.

```
   1 // code snippet in DiemAccount.move
   2 fun epilogue_common-Token:(account: &signer)
   3 acquires DiemAccount {  // ... redacted ...  
   4 let sender = Signer::address_of(account);  
   5 let sender_account =  
   6 borrow_global_mut<DiemAccount>(sender);  
   7 sender_account.sequence_number + 1;  
   8 }  
   9 }  
   10 }  
   11 }
```

However, the unit test failed because increasing the sequence number in the users’ account is monitored by the following snippet of code in the unit test:

```
   1 assert_eq!(sender_seq_num + 1, updated_sender.sequence_number());
```

In other words, this case obeys the pattern \( S \bowtie C' \land C' \not\bowtie T \), which is a clear signal that some intention failed to be captured in the SPEC. In fact, this is a serious loophole. It is a security requirement to increment the sequence number in the user’s account after each transaction is sent, otherwise, the account can be vulnerable to replay attacks! The fix for this loop is to add an extra ensures clause in the SPEC, as shown below:

```
   1 spec epilogue_common{  
   2 //... redacted ...  
   3 }  
   4 }  
```

**Case 2: SPEC omission confirmed manually.** In the code snippet below, FAST mutated the parameter that controls the exchange rate to the Diem coin when registering USD coin and yet this mutant managed to pass both verification and testing. This was a surprise as the stability of Diem coin is a core business requirement. However, later we noticed that the exchange rate is not used in DPN due to historical reasons.

```
   1 // code snippet in XUS.move
   2 fun initialize(dr_account: &signer, tc_account: &signer) {  
   3 Diem:register_SCS_currency-XUS:(...  
   4 /* exchange rate = 1:1 */ FixedPoint32::new(1, 1)  
   5 }  
   6 }  
   7 }  
   8 }  
   9 }  
```

The fix is to add an extra ensures clause in the USD coin registration function.

**Case 3: false positive due to semantic equivalence.** While applying mutation rules in Table 1 will likely distort the semantics of the CODE, there might still be a small chance that a semantically equivalent CODE mutant can be produced, as shown in the following snippet.

```
   1 // code snippet in AccountLimits.move
   2 fun can_withdraw_and_update_window<CoinType>(  
   3 sending: &mut Window<CoinType>,  
   4 amount: u64,  
   5 sending.tracked_balance =  
   6 if (amount >= sending.tracked_balance) { 0 }  
   7 }  
   8 }  
   9 }  
   10 }  
```

Although the mutant (with \( >= \) mutated into \( > \)) passed the verification, it does not imply a gap in the SPEC. In fact, the mutant is semantically equivalent to the original CODE: when amount == sending.tracked_balance, the difference between them is 0, therefore, it does not matter whether the difference is calculated in the then or else branch.
Case 4: intended gap in SPEC. Our manual analysis also revealed an intended gap in the SPEC, as shown below:

```c
// code snippet of DiemAccount.move
3 epilogue_common<XUS>(account, sequence_number, 6, 6, 0);
4 //!/ ^ ^
5 //! mut 1: 0 -> 1
6 //!/ mut 2: 0 -> 1
7 }
8 fun epilogue_common::Token::(
9 account, &signer, sequence_number, u64,
10 gas_price: u64, max_gas_units: u64, gas_units_remaining: u64
11 ) {  
12 let fee_amount = gas_price * max_gas_units;
13 if (fee_amount > 0) {
14 // ... redacted ...
15 assert(/*! some condition P to abort */);
16 }
17 }
18 }
19 spec epilogue_common{
20 // ... redacted ...
21 aborts_if
22 (gas_price * max_gas_units > 0) && (/*! some condition P */)
23 }
```

Notice the two parameters (gas_price and max_gas_units) in the parameter list of function prologue_common. Both the test and SPEC require the product of the two parameters to be 0, but there are no specific requirements for the two parameters separately. As a result, mutating either of them from 0 to 1 has no effect on both testing and verification. This example (which maps to two reports by FAST) follows the pattern $S \nleq C' \land C' \Rightarrow T \land T \nleq \Delta C$. As a result, although both CODE mutants pass verification, they are considered to be an intended gap in SPEC.

5. Evolutionary CODE Mutant Generation

As shown in §4.1, the enumerative CODE mutant generation strategy works well for small codebases, however, when facing a larger codebase, enumerating all the possible CODE mutants is not a preferable approach as the number of possible mutants grow exponentially with the size of the codebase. Therefore, we need a strategy that can produce CODE mutants that are inherently more likely to pass the verification than random guessing.

To navigate the search space for surviving CODE mutant, FAST incorporates an evolutionary process in mutant generation, inspired by the effectiveness of coverage-guided fuzzers. In conventional fuzzing, unexpected inputs are fed to a program with the hope of triggering unsafe behaviors in the program. In FAST, the "unexpected" inputs are CODE mutants $C'$ and "unsafe" behavior is defined when $C'$ passes verification, i.e., $S \nleq C'$. Although $C'$ passing the test suite is also "unsafe" (as they signal gaps in the test suite), they are by-products and the focus of the mutator is still to produce CODE mutants that pass the verification.

Like every genetic algorithm, FAST needs to answer two questions in its design: 1) what to mutate in one evolution round and 2) which mutant “fits” the environment and thus, should be given more opportunities to generate future seeds.

Mutation points. The solution to 1) is to pre-collect potential mutation points in the CODE before evolution starts. In this information collection step, FAST scans the given

CODE from beginning to end and matches every instruction with the possible mutation patterns defined in Table 1. Similar to the enumerative approach (§4), the mutation rules must preserve typing information after the transformation.

“Fitness” evaluation. The solution to 2) is SPEC coverage, a simple metric to measure how far the mutant is from its evolution goal—passing the verification. In FAST, SPEC coverage is measured by the verification errors triggered by a CODE mutant. For each CODE mutant that fails the verification, FAST expects a report from the verifier to describe the failure. The report can be as simple as a binary pass/fail signal or a list of tuples $(X, Y, Z)$ each contains a record on SPEC $X$ fails on CODE location $Y$ due to reason $Z$. Of course, the more verbose the information, the better it is for FAST to measure the “fitness” of a mutant. Fortunately, in practice, most formal verification tools can give a very detailed explanation of a verification error, some even include counterexamples that can be concretely executed to pinpoint the error.

Intuitively, CODE mutants that reduce verification errors reported in the “parent” mutant (i.e., a strict subset of errors) will be considered as “fit” and should be used to seed more mutants. Similarly, CODE mutants that uncover previously unknown verification errors are considered as increasing SPEC coverage, and hence, will be given more chances to mutate because this opens more diversity for evolution.

Each CODE mutant that is considered “fit” is assigned an initial score which is inversely related to two factors: 1) how many verification errors remain and 2) how long is the mutation trace. For the same set of verification errors, FAST favors the smaller mutant (i.e., smaller edit distance from the original CODE).

Seed scheduling. While the “fitness” evaluation decides whether a new CODE mutant should be considered as a seed for future rounds of mutation, FAST also needs to adjust the scores of the parent seed of this mutant. In general, FAST will reward the parent seed if the new mutant is “fitting” and penalize the parent seed if the new mutant is “boring”. A mutant is “boring” if it neither expands the SPEC coverage nor fixes any verification error in the parent seed.

Overall fuzzing process. Figure 4 shows the evolutionary CODE mutant generation strategy in FAST. FAST maintains a seed pool to keep track of seeds that can be used for future mutation rounds. All seeds in the seed pool are ordered by their score. Each evolution round starts with the seed selection process which is essentially temporarily popping the seed with the highest score out of the seed pool. Then, an additional mutation step is applied to the selected seed and the new CODE mutant is sent for verification and testing.

- If the verification passes, depending on the results from the test suites, FAST will signal whether this CODE mutant signals an intentional or unintentional gap in the SPEC (or mark it as an inconclusive case).
- If the verification fails, FAST evaluate the “fitness” of the new CODE mutant and save a new seed if it “fit”. FAST will also update the score of the parent seed and put it back into the seed pool as well.
However instead of iteratively going over all mutation locations, the system F applies F which is the original (such that gaps in point of view of a single fuzzing round. Briefly, home-grown TLS implementation, is a good candidate. Of mutations is not feasible) and yet extensively specified codebase that is sophisticated enough (such that enumeration of gaps is doable at the C AST level, F chooses to statically analyze the LLVM IR which is obtained by compiling and linking together all relevant C source code. This is primarily for convenience reasons.

3) With each CODE mutant generated, FAST passes it to SAW (the verifier) along with the original SPEC and check for verification results. SAW will report the verification status and a detailed explanation of verification errors, i.e., which SPEC property in SPEC is violated and its reason.

**Findings.** FAST identified 6772 CODE locations where mutations can be applied—making brute-force enumeration infeasible, especially consider the possibilities of high-order mutants. Therefore, the best way to explore the search space is via evolutionary mutation. In particular, FAST starts with an empty seed (i.e., the original CODE) in the seed pool and on each fuzzing round, it chooses whether to replace the mutation on one CODE location (denoted as retrial mutants) or append a mutation to a new CODE location (i.e., creating high-order mutants). We ran FAST for 72 hours, we got a total of 348 surviving CODE mutants that passed the verification, out of which 12 are retrial mutants, 9 are high-order mutants, and the majority (327) are mutants obtained by applying mutation on a single CODE location in one trial.

Among these surviving mutants, we manually sampled 22 for initial analysis, with a prioritization on mutants that caused test case failures. Out of the 22 cases, 15 triggered test failures and we confirm that they all signal a loophole in the SPEC. The remaining 7 CODE mutants passed test suite, out of which 6 have no coverage on the mutation point and the one with coverage is confirmed to be an intended gap in the SPEC (with details explained later). These findings are summarized in Table 3. We have reported all findings to the development team of S2N with acknowledgment and are currently waiting for their patching (see our initial reporting for more samples other than the case studies shown here).

**Sample reports.** A surviving CODE mutant must be in one of the following categories: 1) one mutation trial on a single CODE location, 2) multiple mutation trials on a single CODE location, and 3) mutations on multiple CODE locations. We showcase a sample in each category as well as provide a detailed explanation for the intended gap FAST found.

It is worth mentioning that unlike conventional fuzzing which can be jump-started from a seed pool with many test cases, at the very beginning, the seed pool in FAST has one seed only, which is the original CODE without any mutations. FAST gives this genesis seed a sufficiently high score to quickly populate a large number of single-mutation seeds in the pool. But after the bootstrapping period, this genesis seed is no different from other seeds in FAST’s point of view.

**5.1. Case study: AWS TLS implementation**

An ideal showcase for evolutionary mutation testing is a codebase that is sophisticated enough (such that enumeration of mutations is not feasible) and yet extensively specified (such that gaps in SPEC are relatively rare). S2N, Amazon’s home-grown TLS implementation, is a good candidate.

**Applying FAST to S2N.** While Figure 4 shows the overall fuzzing process implemented in FAST, Figure 5 shows how FAST is applied to find SPEC blind spots on S2N from the point of view of a single fuzzing round. Briefly,

1) FAST first collects all possible mutation points in S2N CODE. While it is doable at the C AST level, FAST chooses to statically analyze the LLVM IR which is obtained by compiling and linking together all relevant C source code. This is primarily for convenience reasons.

2) However instead of iteratively going over all mutation points to produce CODE mutant, FAST adopts the evolutionary scheme described in Figure 4 by rewarding CODE mutants that are more likely to succeed (i.e., pass the verification) in future rounds of mutations.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>File Name</th>
<th>Function Name</th>
<th>Mutation Point</th>
<th>Mutation Rule</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>§3</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>s2n_drbg.c</td>
<td>s2n_drbg_bits</td>
<td>Sub</td>
<td>Add</td>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>s2n_handshake_io.c</td>
<td>s2n_validate_tls12_cipher</td>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>s2n_socket.c</td>
<td>s2n_socket_write_uncork</td>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>&gt;&gt;= 1</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>s2n_handshake_io.c</td>
<td>s2n_generate_tls13嗓子</td>
<td>If-Else</td>
<td>Swap</td>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>s2n_drbg.c</td>
<td>s2n_drbg_mix</td>
<td>Add</td>
<td>Sub</td>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>s2n_handshake_io.c</td>
<td>s2n_socket_write_cipher</td>
<td>Not</td>
<td>Drop</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Case 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>s2n_socket.c</td>
<td>s2n_socket_write_uncork</td>
<td>Eq</td>
<td>Neq</td>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>s2n_socket.c</td>
<td>s2n_socket_write_corked</td>
<td>Eq</td>
<td>Eq</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>s2n_handshake_type.c</td>
<td>s2n_handshake_type_set_tls12_flag</td>
<td>BitOr</td>
<td>BitAnd → BitXor</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Case 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>s2n_drbg.c</td>
<td>s2n_drbg_bits</td>
<td>Gt</td>
<td>Eq → Neq</td>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>s2n_drbg.c</td>
<td>s2n_drbg_seed</td>
<td>Lt</td>
<td>Ge → Eq → Le</td>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>s2n_drbg.c</td>
<td>s2n_drbg_update</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+=1 → set MAX → set -1</td>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>s2n_drbg.c</td>
<td>s2n_drbg_update</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>/=2 → e=1 → *=2</td>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>s2n_drbg.c</td>
<td>s2n_drbg_generate</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>/=3 → set MAX</td>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>s2n_drbg.c</td>
<td>s2n_drbg_generate</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-=2 → set 2</td>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>s2n_random.c</td>
<td>s2n_get_random_data</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>fail</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>s2n_blob.c</td>
<td>s2n_blob_zero</td>
<td>BitOr + If-Else</td>
<td>BitOr + Swap</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>s2n_blob.c</td>
<td>s2n_blob_validate</td>
<td>Constant + Shl</td>
<td>set 1 + Ashr</td>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>s2n_drbg.c</td>
<td>s2n_drbg_block_encrypt</td>
<td>Constant + If-Else</td>
<td>set -1 + Swap</td>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>s2n_socket.c</td>
<td>s2n_socket_was_corked</td>
<td>Sub</td>
<td>Add</td>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>s2n_fork_detection.c</td>
<td>s2n_get_fork_generation</td>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>/= 3</td>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>s2n_handshake_type.c</td>
<td>s2n_socket_write_cipher</td>
<td>Add</td>
<td>Swap</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: The sampled results from in the S2N case study. All reports have been submitted to the S2N development team.

Case 1: single location single mutation. In the following snippet, FAST obtained a surviving CODE mutant by negating one of the predicates in a if condition:

```c
// a simplified code snippet in s2n_handshake_io.c
int s2n_set_handshake_type(struct s2n_connection *conn) {
  // ...redacted...
  if (conn->mode == S2N_SERVER && conn->handshake.handshake_type == 0)
    conn->handshake.handshake_type |= flag;
  // ... redacted ...
}
```

The mutant passes both verification and testing. After investigation, we found out that this gap is caused by the fact that the value `our_chain_and_key` is neither monitored in the SPEC nor in test. FAST therefore identified it as a $S \subseteq C'/C' \neq T$ case. A closer examination of the code revealed that this is a dangerous modification: in the CODE mutant, should execution ever reaches this if-statement, it is guaranteed that the program will crash due to a null-pointer dereference. This at least violates one of the high-level guarantees that there should be no memory errors in the S2N codebase and yet neither test nor SPEC covers it.

Case 2: single location with multiple mutation trials. In the snippet below, We observed that FAST first attempted to mutate operator $|= to &$. Although this attempt failed, FAST was able to discover new verification errors which allows the seed to have further mutations. In the next round of mutation, FAST replaced $|= with ^= $. This CODE mutant passed both verification and testing.

```c
// a simplified code snippet in s2n_handshake_io.c
int s2n_set_handshake_type(struct s2n_connection *conn) {
  // ...redacted...
  if (conn->mode == S2N_SERVER && conn->handshake.handshake_type == 0)
    conn->handshake.handshake_type |= flag;
  // ... redacted ...
}
```

During investigation, noticed that the SPEC attempts to confine the possible values of `handshake_type`, as shown below:

```c
// a redacted spec for the function being verified
where conn' = (handshake = handshake'); /* redacted */
```

When the operator is mutated to $^=$, the result of `conn' → handshake.handshake_type can be $\emptyset$ (e.g., when $conn' → handshake.handshake_type == \emptyset$). But $\emptyset$ is not allowed by SPEC, hence the verification failure. However, when the operator is mutated to $^=$, all the possible results are included in the SPEC. Interestingly, the counterpart function for TLS 1.3 does not suffer from this incompleteness issue.

Case 3: mutations on multiple CODE locations. In the snippet shown below, FAST applied two mutations on different CODE locations. The net effect of the two mutations

```c
```
is essentially marking the precondition to be unconditionally true. The mutant passes both verification and testing. However, applying any single mutation led to verification failure.

```c
1 int s2n_blob_zero(struct s2n_blob *b) {
2   POSIX_PRECONDITION(s2n_blob_validate(b));
3   return POSIX_POSTCONDITION(s2n_blob_validate(b));
4   #! mut #net effect: s2n_blob_validate(b) -> TRUE
5   return s2n_blob_zero(b->data, 0, MAX(b->allocated, b->size));
6   #! mut (net effect): s2n_blob_validate(b) -> FALSE
7   return S2N_SUCCESS;
8 }  // with POSIX_PRECONDITION pre-unrolled.
9
10 int s2n_blob_zero(struct s2n_blob *b) {
11   S2N_RESULT result = s2n_blob_validate(b);
12   if (result == S2N_SUCCESS) {
13     POSIX_CHECKED_MEMSET(b->data, 0, MAX(b->allocated, b->size));
14     #! mut 1: ^ -> | (bit-or) // fail verification
15     #! mut 2: swap the if-else branches // pass verification
16     return S2N_SUCCESS;
17   } else {
18     return S2N_FAILURE;
19   }
20 }  // ... redacted ...
21
22 #! mut 1: ^ -> | (bit-or) // fail verification
23 #! mut 2: swap the if-else branches // pass verification
24
25 In fact, it is surprising that the verification can even pass without the precondition requiring the input blob to be valid.

Case 4: an intended gap. The intended gap can be illustrated with the following code snippet with mutation done by FAST inlined:

```c
1 static S2N_RESULT
2 s2n_conn_set_tls13_handshake_type(struct s2n_connection *conn) {
3   // ... redacted ...
4   if (conn->psk_params.chosen_psk == NULL) {
5     // The constant FULL_HANDSHAKE bears value 2
6     s2n_handshake_type_set_flag(conn, FULL_HANDSHAKE);
7     #! mut: FULL_HANDSHAKE -> 3
8     #! i.e. FULL_HANDSHAKE -> FULL_HANDSHAKE | NEGOTIATED
9   } else {
10     // ... redacted ...
11     return S2N_RESULT_OK;
12   }
13 }

```c

By mutating the constant FULL_HANDSHAKE (aliased to integer 2) to 3, the new CODE still passes the full suite of verification and tests. Upon further investigation, we notice the definition of the s2n_handshake_type_flag is an enum in C language:

```c
1 typedef enum {
2   INITIAL = 0,
3   NEGOTIATED = 1,
4   FULL_HANDSHAKE = 2,
5   CLIENT_AUTH = 4,
6   NO_CLIENT_CERT = 8,
7 } s2n_handshake_type_flag;

```c

Hence, logically, after mutation, the new CODE is setting the flag to be FULL_HANDSHAKE | NEGOTIATED.

S2N indeed has a dedicated SPEC for this function (shown below) which explicitly allows the NEGOTIATED flag to be either set or unset, which explains why this is an intended gap explicitly allowed in the SPEC.

```c
1 #! a redacted spec for the function being verified
2 conn_set_tls13_handshake_type(conn) connection* conn
3     where conn = (handshake = handshake_type, /* redacted */
4     ) (handshake_type = handshake_type, /* redacted */
5     ) handshaketype = NEGOTIATED || full_handshake
6     | | /* redacted */
7 6. Extra Evaluations

While the effectiveness and practicality of FAST is evaluated on the two real-world case studies (§4.1 and §5.1), in this section, we highlight some extra statistics that may help justify the key design choices of FAST.

Effectiveness of test suite. We evaluate the effectiveness of using test suite as a referee in categorizing a gap found in SPEC, i.e., whether the gap is by intention or by mistake. The evaluation is based on the mutants that successfully pass the verification in both codebases, and the test suites we used here are the unit tests, integration tests, as well as end-to-end tests available in the codebase.

Table 2 shows the overall result in DPN. For all 16 cases which we report, FAST is able to automatically judge whether a gap in the SPEC is intentional or mistaken in 10 cases (8 blind spots and 2 intentional gaps), showing a 62.5% automation rate on gap categorization. Table 3 shows the 22 cases we investigated in S2N-TLS. FAST is able to automatically categorize SPEC gaps in 16 of them, showing a 72.7% automation rate. Based on these results, it is reasonable to conclude that using test suite as a referee for SPEC incompleteness judgment is feasible.

Coupling effect. Coupling effect has a non-neglectable influence on the usefulness of producing higher-order mutant in FAST. Coupling effect came to researchers’ notice shortly after the appearance of mutation testing [19]. The idea is that mutants can be limited to simple one-hop changes without impairing much on the overall effectiveness. This is because complex faults can be decoupled to simple faults in such a way that a test data set that detects all simple faults in a program will detect most complex faults. Coupling effect has got both empirical [70] and theoretical [89, 90] support.

Based on the result in the case studies, we do observe that coupling effect has an impact on the usefulness of generating high-order mutants in FAST. Given the relatively small size of the DPN codebase, we indeed attempted to enumerate all two-CODE-location mutants in the DPN but this exercise yielded no new findings, hence, making a strong indication that high-order mutants might be of limited value in small codebases. The S2N results are more encouraging; while the majority of surviving CODE mutants are still single-location mutations, we start to observe CODE mutants that must rely on two or more mutations to survive and usually signals a more interesting gap. We expect that coupling effect is stronger in small codebases while high-order mutations are more useful in medium to large codebases.

Effectiveness of evolution. Figure 6 shows the accumulated number of surviving mutants found by FAST as evolutionary mutation testing continues to run on S2N. All experiments are performed on a server running Ubuntu 20.04 with an Intel Xeon E7-8870 (2.40GHz CPU) with 80 cores and 1 TB RAM. Consistent with conventional fuzzing, in FAST, the
rate of producing new surviving CODE mutants decreases gradually over time until reaching a saturation point.

7. Discussion and Future Work

Mutating SPEC. FAST finds gaps in the SPEC by keeping the SPEC intact and mutating the CODE. Symmetrically, and also proved in theory [50, 51], we can find the same gaps by keeping the CODE unmodified and mutating the SPEC. In fact, as discussed in §2.4, the initial works on applying mutation testing into a formal verification context mainly focuses on mutating the expressions in the SPEC [10, 45, 71].

However, the symmetry of CODE and SPEC mutation only applies to finding gaps in the SPEC and does not apply to the process of judging whether the gap is intentional or mistaken. In FAST, we can categorize the gap by simply running the tests against the CODE mutant. But for SPEC mutants, running tests is futile as the CODE is unmodified. This is the primary reason why FAST does not adopt the SPEC mutation approach.

The solution to extend the symmetry into the gap categorization process is SPEC embedding, i.e., embedding SPEC at proper CODE locations, denoted as $C_S$. Given that $C_S$ is executable, we can run any SPEC mutant $C_S$ against the test suit $T$ and check whether $C_S$ passes $T$. Note that in this case, the gap in the SPEC is considered mistaken if $C_S \succ T$ and intentional if the test fails. And yet, even with the symmetry extended, embedding logic is written in a more expressive language into CODE has its own set of challenges (e.g., unrolling existential and universal quantifiers).

Coverage tooling for SPEC completeness. It is worth noting that while mutation testing is initially proposed to gauge the completeness of the test suite, it is rarely considered a mainstream approach for this purpose. What is more popular now is various CODE coverage metrics, usually presented in terms of line coverage, instruction coverage, or branch coverage.Paranoid maintainers of open-source projects may even require that any new CODE needs to be accompanied by test cases to maintain a high ratio of CODE coverage in the codebase. As a result, the community has accumulated a sufficient set of tooling for CODE coverage measurement and reporting.

In a no-so-surprising contrast, to the best of our knowledge, there is no such tooling to measure CODE coverage for SPEC. It is not hard to imagine that such coverage tracking tools will be extremely challenging to build. Every CODE snippet seems to participate in the proving of some SPEC properties based on how the verification problems are handled in state-of-the-art verifiers [5, 12, 31, 52], and it is hard to untangle the complicated logical formula. However, despite the technical challenges, we believe that such tooling is necessary when formal verification gains enough traction and we hope that the findings from FAST can serve as a weak call to build coverage tracking tooling tailored for SPEC among the community.

The applicability of FAST. FAST is applicable to a formally verified software when two conditions are met: 1) the verification system is fully automated, and 2) FAST can modify some form of CODE representation (e.g. LLVM IR). Therefore, besides the SAW toolchain, FAST is also compatible with combinations like LLVM + SeaHorn, LLVM + Kani (for Rust) etc. For adapting FAST to new verification systems, e.g., CBMC, a new mutator is required because CBMC has its own version of language IR.

The general applicability of FAST is limited at the moment, as formal verification is yet to be a standard industrial practice (unlike testing), hence the lack of SPEC components in most software. However, we believe formal methods will gain traction and now is the perfect time to build the necessary tools to warn about potential defects in SPEC before its too late.

Causes of missing SPEC gaps by FAST. FAST cannot find all potential gaps in SPEC for at least two reasons: First, the mutant evolution approach is inherently incomplete. Similar to why fuzzing cannot find all bugs in a software, the evolutionary mutation strategy cannot produce CODE mutants that uncover all gaps in SPEC—the search space is too large to enumerate. Second, as discussed in §3, certain SPEC gaps require manual effort to confirm, especially in case 3 where the CODE mutant fails verification — manual effort is needed to check whether the verification failure is caused by out-of-sync proof hints (which hides a SPEC gap) or a genuine SPEC violation.

8. Conclusion

In this paper, we present FAST, a tool for exposing incompleteness issues in formal SPEC. FAST shows how the “re-dundancy” and “diversity” in formally verified programs (SPEC, CODE, and test suites) can be synergized for cross-checking and provides concrete designs and implementations for SPEC blind spots detection via enumerative and evolutionary mutation testing. We applied FAST to DPN and S2N and confirmed 13 and 21 blind spots in their SPEC respectively. This highlights the prevalence of SPEC incompleteness in real-world applications. We hope the findings from FAST can serve as a weak call to draw more attention on measuring and ensuring the quality of SPEC in formally verified codebases.
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The Move Prover. The architecture of the Move Prover is shown in Figure 7. Move CODE and SPEC are treated as input to the prover. The source code will be compiled into bytecode and the SPEC will be parsed into AST. Two parts will then go through a pipeline of merging and transformation and finally be compiled into Boogie [5], the intermediate verification language. The verification conditions in Boogie format will then be translated into SMT format which can be solved by SMT solver such as Z3 [15] or CVC4 [20].

The Diem Payment Network (DPN). DPN is the first major client of Move and Move Prover. The smart contract aims to function as a full-fledged and versatile payment/banking system with capabilities of handling multiple currencies, account roles, and rules for transactions. The DPN features a 7:5 CODE:SPEC ratio (with around 2,000 lines of code in Move) which shows how the codebase is extensively specified. Most importantly, formal verification on DPN is fully automated and runs continuously with unit and integration tests, all in the open on GitHub—making DPN a perfect case study to test the effectiveness of FAST. The CI test coverage for DPN is 73%.

2. Background on AWS TLS Implementation

About S2N. Amazon S2N-TLS [80] is a C99 implementation of the TLS/SSL protocols. The previous de facto reference implementation contains more than 500,000 lines of code with at least 70,000 of those involved in processing TLS. In contrast, S2N implements the TLS protocol with less than 32,000 lines of code. Most of the implementations, including both the cryptographic primitives (e.g., HMAC) and the protocol itself (e.g., TLS handshake), are specified using SAW script [25]. The SAW toolchain is responsible for proving that the CODE conforms to the SPEC. The CI test code coverage rate for s2n-tls is 89.87%.

About SAW. Software Analysis Workbench (SAW) is an industrial verification tool designed to prove equivalence properties between abstract SPEC and concrete CODE. The architecture of SAW is shown in Figure 8. It takes functions in LLVM IR as well as SAW-script to bridge the IR and the verification toolchain. If a function has an associated Cryptol SPEC, it will also be symbolically executed. The function terms and SPEC terms will be proven to be equivalent using What4 [34] behind the scenes.

Appendix

We provide more background information on the two case studies covered in §4.1 and §5.1 respectively as well as a discussion on how loop invariants might have an impact on FAST in automatically confirming gaps in SPEC.

1. Background on Diem Payment System

The Move programming language. Move [6] is a programming language developed for smart contracts by Meta although it has transitioned into a community-backed project now. The language features formal verification at its core through its home-grown verification tool Move Prover [22], which statically verifies the correctness of Move smart contracts modeled with the Move Specification Language.

The Move Prover. The architecture of the Move Prover is shown in Figure 7. Move CODE and SPEC are treated as input to the prover. The source code will be compiled into bytecode and the SPEC will be parsed into AST. Two parts will then go through a pipeline of merging and transformation and finally be compiled into Boogie [5], the intermediate verification language. The verification conditions in Boogie format will then be translated into SMT format which can be solved by SMT solver such as Z3 [15] or CVC4 [20].

The Diem Payment Network (DPN). DPN is the first major client of Move and Move Prover. The smart contract aims to function as a full-fledged and versatile payment/banking system with capabilities of handling multiple currencies, account roles, and rules for transactions. The DPN features a 7:5 CODE:SPEC ratio (with around 2,000 lines of code in Move) which shows how the codebase is extensively specified. Most importantly, formal verification on DPN is fully automated and runs continuously with unit and integration tests, all in the open on GitHub—making DPN a perfect case study to test the effectiveness of FAST. The CI test coverage for DPN is 73%.

2. Background on AWS TLS Implementation

About S2N. Amazon S2N-TLS [80] is a C99 implementation of the TLS/SSL protocols. The previous de facto reference implementation contains more than 500,000 lines of code with at least 70,000 of those involved in processing TLS. In contrast, S2N implements the TLS protocol with less than 32,000 lines of code. Most of the implementations, including both the cryptographic primitives (e.g., HMAC) and the protocol itself (e.g., TLS handshake), are specified using SAW script [25]. The SAW toolchain is responsible for proving that the CODE conforms to the SPEC. The CI test code coverage rate for s2n-tls is 89.87%.

About SAW. Software Analysis Workbench (SAW) is an industrial verification tool designed to prove equivalence properties between abstract SPEC and concrete CODE. The architecture of SAW is shown in Figure 8. It takes functions in LLVM IR as well as SAW-script to bridge the IR and the verification toolchain. If a function has an associated Cryptol SPEC, it will also be symbolically executed. The function terms and SPEC terms will be proven to be equivalent using What4 [34] behind the scenes.
3. Loop Invariants

FAST requires an automated deductive verification system to be the verifier and trusts its capacity in proving (or disproving) that an arbitrary CODE mutant conforms to the SPEC. In reality, deductive verifiers are often less capable than expected and might give up on solving complicated puzzles. A prominent example is proving post conditions for a function with loops in its control flow, as shown in Figure 9.

Instrumenting loop invariants is a typical approach to overcome this challenge. Effectively, loop invariants serve as hints to the automated prover and guides it to the proving of function postconditions. The drawback of adding loop invariants is that the proof hints are tightly coupled with the CODE and if the CODE changes, e.g., via mutation by FAST, the mutant $C'$ might still satisfy the postconditions but the prover won’t be able to draw the same conclusion due to out-of-sync loop invariants.

In other words, although $C' \not\equiv T$ (case 5 in §3), it might actually be case 4 $S \not\equiv C' \not\equiv T$ should the loop invariants be updated; i.e., SPEC misses an incompleteness in the SPEC although the chance of FAST producing an equivalent CODE mutant is low.

In fact, whether FAST is missing issues in the SPEC also depends on whether loop invariants, being more coupled with CODE, should be considered as SPEC or implementation details. As far as the authors know, there is no definite answer to this question and we are open to all views on this subject.

One data point we can offer is that loop invariants are indeed considered as SPEC by the DPN team as these invariants are not only hints to proving postconditions (as shown in Figure 9) but also contracts that need to be implemented in the loop body. In FAST, we actually had a mutation on line 43 from $i = i + 1$ to $i = i + 2$ and as expected, this causes failure in both the verification and testing. The rationale from the DPN team is that, should the loop be converted to a recursive function, loop invariants automatically become pre- and post-conditions (i.e., SPEC) for the converted function. Therefore, a failing loop invariant signals a robust SPEC.

```plaintext
fun add_members_internal : vector → vector; (0)
  (members: &mut vector<T>,
   to_add: &vector<T>,
   ): bool {
  let num_to_add = Vector::length(to_add);
  let num_existing = Vector::length(members);
  let i = 0;
  while (!
    spec {
      invariant i <= num_to_add;
      // the set can never reduce in size
      invariant len(members) >= len(old(members));
      // the current set maintains the uniqueness of the elements
      invariant forall j in 0..len(members), k in 0..len(members):
        members[j] == members[k] => j == k;
      // the left-split of the current set is exactly the same as
      // the original set
      invariant forall j in 0..len(old(members)):
        members[j] == old(members)[j];
      // all elements in the the right-split of the current set is
      // from the 'to_add' vector
      invariant forall j in len(old(members)..len(members)):
        contains(to_add[0..i], members[j]);
      // the current set includes everything in 'to_add' seen so far
      invariant forall j in 0..i: contains(to_add[j], members);
      // having no new members means that all elements in the 'to_add'
      // vector seen so far are already in the existing set (vice versa)
      invariant len(members) == len(old(members)) =>
        (forall j in 0..i: contains(old(members), to_add[j]));
    });
  let entry = Vector::borrow(to_add, i);
  if (!Vector::contains(members, entry) {
    Vector::push_back(members, entry);
  });
  i = i + 1;
  Vector::length(members) > num_existing)
  spec add_members_internal {
  // function never aborts
  aborts_if false;
  // everything in the 'to_add' vector must be in the updated set
  ensures forall e in to_add: contains(members, e);
  // everything in the old set must remain in the updated set
  ensures forall e in old(members): contains(members);
  // everything in the updated set must come from either the old set
  // or the 'to_add' vector
  ensures forall e in members:
    (contains(old(members), e) || contains(to_add, e));
  // returns whether a new element is added to the set
  ensures result == (exists e in to_add: contains(old(members), e));
  }
```

Figure 9: A Move function with loop invariants

An alternative approach in automated deductive verification to solve the complexity caused by loops is bounded model checking (BMC) which unroll loops to a certain depth, at the expense of completeness. A BMC-style verifier is compatible with FAST as the verifier can prove (or disprove) whether an arbitrary CODE mutant conforms to the SPEC.